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Smart Card
This month’s cover illustrates a Turing machine discovered 
by Yuri Rogozhin and implemented by Alvy Ray Smith, the 
author of the review in this issue of four books about Alan 
Turing. Rogozhin is responsible for discovering a number 
of very small universal Turing machines, some time after 
Marvin Minsky proposed one with 7 states and an alphabet 
of 4 symbols. The one here has 4 states, corresponding to 
configurations of the card, with alphabet [0, 5]. The cards 
on the cover are slightly different from the one illustrated in 
Smith’s review. The commands relevant to a given state are 
the ones easily readable in that state.

Rogozhin’s UTM(4,6) is apparently the smallest UTM so far 
known.

Smith tells us, “UC Berkeley passed out a copy of the card 
to each of 8,000 entering freshmen this year, along with a copy 
of George Dyson’s Turing's Cathedral and a small pamphlet 
that could serve as a manual for the card. The computation 
detailed in the manual and on the Notices cover (with initial 
tape 5155[0]...) halts, but is otherwise uninteresting. Pro-
gramming this business card machine to simulate an arbitrary 
Turing machine—to compute something actually interesting—
would be quite difficult. I didn’t and won’t bother even to try. 
My goal was simply to show that a universal stored-program 
computer can be very simple. Programming it, on the other 
hand, is not.

“Programming the little guy goes like this: Implement the 
algorithm you wish to compute as a Post tag system (known 
to be equivalent to Turing machines). Encode the tag system 
as dictated in the Rogozhin paper. That’s the program that 
is then ‘stored’ on the UTM’s tape. The encoding step is quite 
elaborate (because so few symbols are allotted to the task). Ac-
tual programming is just too hard to explain in a page or two.”

For help in beginning such a task, Marvin Minsky’s classic 
text Computation: Finite and Infinite Machines is still valu-
able. As a reward for even a few steps in the project, you 
will certainly acquire an appreciation of the importance of 
hierarchies of structures.

The manual Smith mentions can be found at 
h t t p : / / a l v y r a y . c o m / C r e a t i v e C o m m o n s / 
BizCardUniversalTuringMachine_v1.4.pdf

The design is under a Creative Commons License:
h t t p : / / a l v y r a y . c o m / C r e a t i v e C o m m o n s / 
TuringToysdotcom.htm
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